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“Yes. We must go there,” agreed my friend Nelson
Meirelles. I was visiting Rio de Janeiro in March 2006 and
as we were walking around the Feira de São Cristóvão we
chanced upon a small dancehall, actually just a shadowy
space between the back of a restaurant and a concrete
wall where a bunch of boozed-up rustics from the North
were aggressively skanking to a very unusual sort of reg-
gae. The music was punchy and fast, a sort of lovers rock
sung in incomprehensible English by vocalists who sound-
ed a lot like Eric Donaldson. On the wall there was a large
black-lit mural depicting various Jamaican landmarks like
the Black Ark Studio with “Lee Pery” underwritten. I was
bewildered. Nelson explained that this music was from the
northern state of Maranhão, which was commonly
referred to as Brazil’s “Reggae Capital,” 2,000 miles
north of Rio. I thought I knew lots about reggae, but I’d
never heard of the place. Later Nelson contacted Otávio
Rodrigues, a friend who had lived in São Luís, Maranhão’s
capital city, where he had hosted one of its first reggae
radio shows. Over the next few months Nelson and Otávio
organized a detailed itinerary and, since Maranhão is a
great vacation spot, our trip expanded into a four-family
adventure comprising 14 people. 

Driving in from the modern airport, the suburbs of São
Luís look a lot like Kingston, Jamaica: the same cinder
block buildings, knots of people waiting for a minibus, teth-
ered animals, and the same little boy flying a kite on a red
dirt futebol field. But the remarkable architecture of the
old city is far superior to that of Kingston. Located on an
airy bluff, its massive tile-faced colonial buildings and cob-
blestone streets look down towards the site where two
huge rivers (the Pindaré and Itapecuru) meet and empty
into the Atlantic. Like every coastal city I’ve visited in
Brazil, São Luís has nice weather, friendly streets and com-
fortable lodgings. For three weeks our families enjoyed the
beaches, seafood restaurants, festas, big hikes on the
dunes of Barreirinhas, art galleries and street stalls. And
of course shopping, particularly on the busy high street
where in the open-fronted department stores there usual-
ly sat older men talking into microphones, extolling sales
items to the passing crowd. 

Choperia Internacional was the first dancehall we visit-
ed. As we crossed the street I was surprised to hear Junior
Byles’ “Auntie Lulu” vaulting over the tall cinderblock
walls. It was an auspicious moment for me, to hear a great
Lee Perry production shaking the dance the way it must
have rocked similar Jamaican venues 30 years ago. The
interior was a big concrete yard filled with couples dancing
closely. Grouped around the perimeter were 10 stacks of
speakers, each stack consisting of 24 boxes. The sound
was so loud that I felt a tickle deep in my skull which I soon

To get a flavor of the atmosphere of the city [São
Luís] there’s no substitute for staying in the his-
toric center, but you should be aware that there
are sometimes extremely loud reggae nights
which might keep you awake. 

—The Rough Guide to Brazil

identified as the vibrating ossicles of my middle ear. We
found a safe zone behind the speakers and danced. The
sound system (radiola) was playing homemade Maranhão
hits. Everything sounded vaguely like something played in
Jamaica long ago: One tune owed something to Peter
Tosh’s “Haffi Get A Beating,” another to Derrick Morgan’s
“Father Killam.” Again, all the singers sounded like Eric
Donaldson and every song ran extremely fast. 

We shouted and drank for a few hours and then moved
downtown to join the crowd at a big room called the Roots
Bar, where selector Jorge Black was closing down the
evening with Bunny Wailer’s “Black Heart Man.” And then
a short walk to the more crowded Crioula’s Bar, where
selector Ademar Davila was playing a hyper mix of reggae,
samba, zouk and even calypso. The best moment was when
he spun Ronnie Davis’ 1975 version of the Burning Spear
classic “Tradition” and everyone sang along. 

Early morning found us in a small outdoor bar eating
bolinhos (fritters) and drinking one last chopp (draft
beer). From a speaker high on the plaza wall came Niney
the Observer’s “Blood and Fire.” Otávio explained to me
that the key to understanding Maranhão’s reggae lay in
the term pedra: “Pedra is the name that the Maranhense
people give to special tunes. Literally a pedra is a rock or
a stone, but in the sense of a stone flying away to hit
someone, referring to the impact of a big tune on a big
sound system. A similar widely used term is pedrada:
which means the hit, the very moment when the stone
reaches everyone in the dancehall. Often radiola djs tell
the audience to wear a helmet in preparation for the
pedras that will be flying. Some other similar radiola
terms: tijolo (brick) or tijolada (boomp!), cacete (cudgel),
or cacetada (kabong!).” 

It all reminded me of the Wailers’ lyric about “the stone
that the builder refused, becomes the head cornerstone.”
The great Jamaican music of the ’70s, which everywhere
else in the world has been superseded, co-opted, dis-
missed or filed away, had become the cornerstone of the
culture here. Somehow, in an outlying city 3,000 kilome-
ters north of Rio de Janeiro, I had come back full circle to
the beginnings of my obsession with Jamaican music. My
love for the music began in Los Angeles in the early ’80s,
listening to the “Reggae Beat” radio show hosted by Roger
Steffens and Hank Holmes—especially Hank’s long sets of
7" singles which allowed me for the first time to experi-
ence the freshness of the music as it had been played in
Jamaica. Hank’s show was where I first heard Cornell
Campbell, Larry Marshall, the Ethiopians, Junior Byles and
scores of other great artists who still remain largely un-
known outside of Jamaica. And now, here they were again:
At a little beach kiosk I heard “Give Me Power” by the
Stingers. On the bus, “Country Living” by the Eagles. On a
narrow side street the slow approach of a car from behind
me was heralded by Max Romeo’s “Chase the Devil.” Walk-
ing through the town I heard Larry Marshall’s “Can’t You
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“Without leaving my own country, I was absorbed
by something idyllic, mystic, living a perennial
summer in a sweet, sweet island, listening to 
several artists that I loved and also many others
that I never heard of before. It was the same as to
discover the Jurassic Park.”

—Otavio Rodrigues 
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